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ly mistaken. They made a circle around the place where it was, in order to get
below the wind....Having discovered it, if they were not near enough they
approached clo? ser until within arrow-shot, which is from 45 to 50 paces. Then they
launched their blow against the beast, which rarely fell to a single arrow. (They
would follow the track and give it another arrow.) If this did not make it drop, they
had again to follow it, even to evening, when they camped near the beast, and in
the morning went again to take up the track. The animal being sluggish in rising
because of the blood it had lost, they gave it a third shot, and made it drop. But
after having delivered the first two blows, they endeavoured to get in front cf it to
malce it turn towards the camp, following it and making it approach till it fell dead
from lack of strength. Often they work it up very close to the camp. They then broke
off some branches to mark the place, in order to send their wives to find it." This
was the way they hunted in the spring as well, except for certain tricks they used at
the rutting-time. "At that time the huntir' was done at night upon the rivers in a ca?
noe. Counterfeiting the cry of the female, the Indians with a dish of bark would take
up some water, and let it fall into the water from a height. The noise brought the
male, who thought it was the female making water....Those who were in the canoe
would hear (the male) coming, because of the noise the beast made in the woods,
and they kept on constantly imitating the cry of the female, which made him close
up to them." After a gestation period of about 8 months (240-246 days), moose are
generally born in the latter part of May or early Jime. The calf is helpless at birth •
one observer reported a calf nursing for the first time while the cow v;as lying down
• and thus the cow selects a secluded place for the birth, such as a small island or
peninsula. "When born," writes Peterson in North American Moose, "the calves are
light reddish brown in colour with a dark dorsal stripe; they have short hair, and lack
the spot? ting found on wapiti and white-tailed deer....When a few days old, calves
have a high-pitched cry which is almost human in quality." If humans come upon
them early enoi'h, young moose will come near and be handled, and even try to
follow. The cow Picnic Tables
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